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QUESTION: 1
When updating DISK MODULE firmware in a dual storage processor Nike disk array, what do
you need to do before starting the download? You must disable:

A. either of the storage processors, regardless of ownership.
B. the BBU.
C. autotrespass.
D. the storage processor that IS the owner of the disk modules being updated.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 2
The customer is running ServiceGuard. He has several different models and wants to know if he
can have them in the same cluster. There are two T500s, four K460s, and one I70. How do you
respond to the customer's request?

A. All of the models can be in the same cluster.
B. Only like models can be in the same cluster.
C. Have the T500s in one cluster and K460s with the I70 in the second cluster.
D. Have the T500s in one cluster, K460s in the another cluster, and the I70 cannot be used.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 3
The V-Class server must be in which mode prior to running flash based Diagnostics?

A. standalone
B. idle
C. single-user
D. scan Answer: A

QUESTION: 4
On a 3 server MC/ServiceGuard configuration, what must be considered on the server that uses
the V (SCSI) cable?

A. The terminator must be removed from the center SCSI card.
B. The address of all the SCSI cards must be set to 7.
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C. Only nike peripherals can be connected.
D. Each controller must have direct connection to external enclosures.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 5
You are installing a fast/wide SCSI card into a K460. The customer has asked you to also install
two racks of 5 fast/wide disk drives each. What is the addressing priority scheme that should be
used?

A. 15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6
B. 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0, 15, 14, 13, 12
C. 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
D. 15, 0, 14, 1, 13, 2, 12, 3, 11, 4

Answer: B

QUESTION: 6
The major feature of a A3312AZ (Jamaica) hot pluggable disk/tape is the ability to hot-swap
mechanisms without bringing down any part of the system. Hot pluggable means: insertion and
removal with power applied to:

A. all mechanisms, but all system activity to this device must be halted first.
B. all mechanisms (SE & FW) and no disruption to any system activity.
C. only differential disk mechanisms, but you must have exclusive access to the failed device.
D. only tape drives, but all system activity must be halted first.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 7
You have been called on site to repair a LVM root disc that will not boot to ISL. You have
determined that the problem is not hardware related. You have booted the 'Support CD'. Which of
the following recovery options would be your first choice?

A. Rebuild the bootlif and install all files required to boot and recover HP-UX on the root file
system.
B. Do not rebuild the bootlif, but install files required to boot and recover HP-UX on the root file
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system.
C. Rebuild only the bootlif.
D. Replace only the kernel on the root file system.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 8
Your customer complains pkg1 will not restart since you troubleshoot a disc in vgpkg1. (Click the
exhibit button to view the image)

You look in the package log file and see:
'vgchange: Activation mode requested for the volume group '/dev/vgpkg1' conflicts with
configured mode.' What are the possible reasons and solutions?

A. A physical volume may be missing, have a look at vgdisplay output.
B. vgpkg1 has been unlocked from cluster mode, need to lock manually.
C. vgpkg1 is currently active on another node, do a vgdisplay on all nodes.
D. vgpkg1 has been removed from the cluster configuration, need to cmapplyconf.
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